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Introduction n 

Inn this thesis we study aspects of convexity in Banach spaces of holomorphic func-
tions.. Typically the Banach spaces we consider are the classical Hardy space H1 of 
thee unit disc D in C and the Bergman space A1 of the unit disc. The Hardy space 
HH11 has been well-researched since it first appeared in the 1920's, and has yielded a 
particularlyy rich theory. On the other hand, some of the most important work on the 
Bergmann space was done in the last ten years. Throughout this thesis we are mainly 
concernedd with the study of the geometry of the boundaries of the unit balls of these 
twoo spaces. 

Thee aspects of convexity that we are interested in involve so-called extreme 
points,, exposed points and strongly exposed points. In a way one can measure 
thee flatness (or roundness) of the boundary near a point using these three concepts. 
Lett us illustrate the notions of extremeness and exposedness in less than a thousand 
wordss (the formal definitions are in Section 1.2). 

_ _ 

CD CD 
Considerr the convex and compact set C in the plane bounded by two intervals and 

twoo semi-circles as drawn above. It is rather easy to see that any point x in the interior 
off  C is not extreme, that is to say: there exist points a and b in C, both different 
fromm x, such that the point x lies on the line segment between a and b. (Of course 
thenn the entire line segment is contained in C by convexity.) In other words, extreme 
pointss can only be found on the boundary of the convex set C. But not all boundary 
pointss are extreme. Consider the two intervals h and I2 in the boundary. Clearly, 
thee interior points of these two intervals are also not extreme. It is not difficult to 
verifyy that the remaining points of C (the two semi-circles, whose endpoints coincide 
withh those of Ii and I2) are all extreme: no line segment through any of these points 
iss entirely contained in C. At the very least, our findings support our intuition as to 
wheree the boundary of C is "round" or "flat." 

Amongg the extreme points of C further distinctions can be made. Take a point y 
onn one of the semi-circles that is not one of the four endpoints. Consider the tangent 
linee L to C at the point y. More generally we can think of L as a hyperplane that 
separatess the extreme point y from the convex set C\{y}. Because L only touches C 
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att y, we say that y is exposed. At each of the four endpoints the situation is rather 
different.. Indeed, it is here that the "round" semi-circles go over into "flat" intervals. 
Moree formally speaking, we see that the tangent line at each of the four endpoints 
hass all the points in one of the intervals I\, J2 in common with C. This means that 
thee four endpoints are not exposed. We summarize our conclusions in the following 
picture: : 

Theree is yet a higher degree of "roundness" that (some) exposed points exhibit, the 
so-calledd strongly exposed points. In finite dimensional spaces strong exposedness 
coincidess with exposedness (by compactness), so unfortunately we cannot illustrate 
differencess between strong exposedness and (ordinary, or weak) exposedness. (Section 
1.22 contains an abstract example.) We have the following implications: 

stronglyy exposed => exposed =>- extreme. 

Inn Chapter 1 we develop the necessary background and proper definitions. We then 
showw in Chapter 2 that there will be no strongly exposed points in a Banach space 
iff  (loosely speaking) there is "too much" algebra structure within the Banach space. 
Too be precise, we prove that following: 

Theoremm 2.4 There are no strongly exposed points in the unit ball of an infinite 
dimensionaldimensional function algebra. 

Ass we mentioned, the Banach space of holomorphic functions we usually consider 
iss the Hardy space H . (We briefly remark that descriptions of extreme, exposed 
andd strongly exposed points in the unit ball of the Hardy space Hp are trivial when 
11 < p < co, that is: all functions in the boundary of the unit ball are strongly exposed, 
whencee we do not discuss these spaces in great detail.) Many of a mathematician's 
powerfull  techniques in working with the Hardy space H1 of the unit disc are based 
onn the following important facts: 

 iï1-functions have boundary values on the unit circle and 

 iJ1-functions admit a canonical factorization involving inner functions and (zero-
free)) outer functions. 

Factorizationn allows one to replace an i?x-function by its corresponding outer function 
thatt is roughly of the same size near the boundary, retains important properties of 
thee original function, and is zero-free on D, thus opening the door for H2-Hilbevt 
spacee techniques after taking a square root. 

Inn fact, the outer functions in Hl are the very starting point of our investigations 
inn Chapter 3. By a celebrated theorem of K. de Leeuw and W. Rudin (Theorem 
1.10)) a function in the boundary of the unit ball of Hl is extreme if and only if 
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itt is an outer function. In the case of exposed points, the situation is not quite 
ass clear. Because outer functions can be described explicitly, there is a basis of 
hopee that one may be able to give an effective structural characterization of the 
subclasss of exposed points. However, no such characterization has yet been found. 
Substantiall  progress has been made by D. Sarason [58, 59], T. Nakazi [34, 35, 36], 
H.. Helson [26, 27], K. Yabuta [68, 69] among others, but the author knows of no 
effectivee description of the exposed points (one that can be used "in practice"). It 
mayy come as a surprise then that the strongly exposed points in the unit ball of 
HH11 can be characterized explicitly. We offer two approaches to these results due to 
T.. Nakazi [37] (unpublished) and the author [3]. They both elaborate on a rather 
abstractt description of strong exposedness derived by D. Temme and J. Wiegerinck 
[63]]  and Wiegerinck [66], but are quite different otherwise. Nakazi's approach uses 
functionn theory and is straightforward. The author's approach is more involved and 
reliess heavily on operator theory, in particular the theory of Toeplitz operators and 
Dee Branges-Rovnyak spaces, as inspired by D. Sarason's important work on exposed 
points.. The main result on strongly exposed points in the unit ball of H1 is the 
following: : 

Theoremm 3.20 A function f in the boundary of the unit ball of H1 is strongly 
exposedexposed if and only if it is an outer function and \f\ is a Helson-Szegö weight on the 
unitunit circle. 
Helson-Szegöö weights arise in problems in prediction theory [24]. This description of 
stronglyy exposed points has a number of consequences. For example, if the function 
ƒƒ is a strongly exposed point in the unit ball of H1, then 1 // is also contained in H1. 
Thiss seems somewhat surprising in light of the fact that it is known that invertibility 
off  a function in H1 is a sufficient but not necessary condition for exposedness. 

AA natural question now is what can be said about extreme, exposed and strongly 
exposedd points in the Hardy space //^(ft) of a (sufficiently nice) domain ft in C, 
whichh is the subject of Chapter 4. These spaces were introduced by M. Parreau 
[45]]  and W. Rudin [52] in the 1950's. In our dealings with H1 (D)-functions, H2-
techniquess played an essential role and could readily be applied to extreme points. 
Afterr all, extreme points are zero-free on the unit disc so taking a square root is an 
admissiblee operation and lands us in the Hilbert space H2. When the complement 
off  ft has finitely many components, the extreme points in H1 (ft) are reasonably well 
understoodd thanks to work by F. Forelli [18], T. Gamelin and M. Voichick [19]. Still 
wee are faced with three obstacles: 

 Factorization in if 1 (ft) is not as powerful as on the unit disc. 

 Unless the domain ft is simply connected (and thus conformally equivalent to 
thee unit disc) there may not exist a global branch of the root of a zero-free 
holomorphicc function. 

 Even more distressing, when the complement of ft has at least two components, 
theree exist extreme points with zeros. 

Noww it can be shown that extreme points in Hl (ft) are the product of a polynomial and 
ann outer function, so an extreme point cannot have too many zeros on ft. Furthermore, 
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thee zero sets of extreme points are generic for extreme points in the sense that the 
(normalized)) product of a polynomial and an outer function in H1 (ft) is extreme if and 
onlyy if the (normalized) polynomial is extreme. If the same would mutatis mutandis 
holdd for exposed points, then we could reduce the study of exposed points to exposed 
outerr functions, to which one could conceivably apply #2-techniques. This turns out 
nott to be the case. We can give an explicit example of a (strongly) exposed point in 
J ?1 ^ )) that when multiplied by a suitable polynomial of degree one is extreme but 
noo longer exposed. Unfortunately a proper understanding of the zero sets of exposed 
pointss is beyond our grasp, as is an effective description of the strongly exposed points 
i n i / 1 ^ ) . . 

Onee other space we study is the Bergman space A1 (which can be embedded in 
thee Hardy space H1 of the unit ball of C2) (Chapter 5). For the purpose of our 
investigationss it holds a distinct advantage over all other spaces considered, in that 
alll  points in the boundary of the unit ball are exposed (but not all exposed points 
aree strongly exposed). For our study of the strongly exposed points we derive an ab-
stractt characterization of strong exposedness which resembles Temme & Wiegerinck's 
criterionn for Hl(D). Namely, we show that an extreme point ƒ in the unit ball of A1 

iss strongly exposed if and only if the L°° -distance of the function f/\f\ to the space 
{A{A11)-)-11 + C{D) is less than one (with {A1)-1 being the annihilator of A1 in L°°). We 
comparee the space {A1)1 + C(D) to its Hardy space analogue H°° + C and show 
thatt it is a closed proper subspace of L°° which is invariant under multiplication by 
continuouss functions. Next, we discuss several techniques for estimating the distance 
inn L°° to (A1)-1 + C. The most powerful technique involves the Bergman projection 
ontoo the Bloch space. As an application we study which polynomials are strongly 
exposedd in A1. We reduce this problem to simple polynomials of the form c(a - z)n, 
wheree the constant c is normalizing. This question can be solved in an elementary 
fashionn when the zero a does not lie on the unit circle. However, the problem for a on 
thee unit circle is much more complicated. We may then assume a = 1 and consider 
thee functions fp = cp(l - z)13, where we allow for non-integer exponents ƒ? > - 2. 
Usingg the Bergman projection we show that the L°°-distance of fp/\fp\ to (A1)1 + C 
iss at most i | s in(^) | / ( /? + 2) (/? > 0). It follows that for all (3 > - 1 , the functions fp 
aree strongly exposed. Our main result on the strongly exposed points in the Bergman 
spacee states that 

Theoremm All normalized polynomials are strongly exposed in the unit ball of A1. 


